Landfill Compactor/Dozer Rental Terms

Rental of Landfill machine have an inherently higher risk of unintended expenses for both the customer and Empire. The operator of a landfill machine should be of the highest caliber with a great deal of personal initiative to protect the machine from the many objects that will do major damage. Empire will provide an operator trainer to explain those risks with all deliveries of a Landfill rental machine at no charge to the customer. The one day training will include maintenance and rental return conditions to try and eliminate or reduce any unexpected charges to the customer.

Customer Responsibility For Expenses Beyond Rental Rate, Transportation and Fuel

Cleaning:
Should the customer elect to have Empire clean the machine after the rental term is complete, a *minimum* of 16 hours at current field service rate will be charged, plus travel time to and from the job site. There is no maximum on the cleaning charge. The machine will always be cleaned on site before transport to its next job or Empire facility. Material from the landfill where operated will stay on that site.

*The following procedure will be followed by either the customer or the Empire technician:*
- Belly pans dropped
- Components thoroughly cleaned
- Wire wrap on any axle removed without seal guard damage
- Tracks on crawler machine must be removed and material cleaned from all UC components
- Machine returned in the same condition and rental began
- Sheet metal damage must be repaired by Empire technician at will be at current shop hourly rate
- Excessive Tip or UC ware from traveling long distances
- Daily lube

Empire Responsibilities

- Provide Operator training and operation consultation (site assessment) prior to delivery
- GET wear
- U/C wear (2.8% wear allowed per 160 hour month. Based on 3000 hour life. Excessive wear from traveling or misadjusted UC will be billed to customer)
- PM Maintenance
- Running repairs and warranty repairs not caused by abuse or misuse

Rental Rates: Daily | Weekly | Monthly
---|---|---
836 | $3,780 | $11,340 |
|
Assembly: (Unload & Assemble Dozer Arm and Blade) $916.50

Disassembly: (Disassembly of Dozer/Blade & Load) $705.00

Transport: From Eloy Store to City of Casa Grande Landfill, then back to the Eloy Store.

Delivery: $1,912.00

Pickup: $1,912.00